[Optimization of cultivation methods of MSCs from hepatitis B patients and investigation of their biological characteristics].
To optimize cultivation methods of bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) from hepatitis B patients and to investigate their biological characteristics. Growth curves of hepatitis B patients MSCs cultivated with five culture media and two inoculation methods were compared; the shapes, appearances, surface markers and bionomics of the cultivated MSCs were studied. Inoculating the cells obtained directly from bone marrow aspirations was not as successful as using the marrow cells after their density gradient centrifugations (76% vs 88%), but the differences in the results were not statistically significant (P more than 0.05). The successful cultivation rates using five culture media were different and the differences were statistically significant (P less than 0.01). The autoserum medium was most successful, fatal bovine serum (FBS) medium was next successful and the non-patient serum medium was the least successful. The growth curves of the cultivations using the different media were parallel to this. Changing the whole culture media every 2 or 3 days was better than changing half of the media. The shapes, appearances, surface markers and the growth characteristics of MSCs from the hepatitis B patients were almost the same as MSCs from the normal adult. The best cultivation method of MSCs from hepatitis B patients is: separating marrow cells using density gradient centrifugal separation, cultivating them using an autoserum culture medium, and completely changing the medium every 2-3 days. The biological characteristics of MSCs from the hepatitis B patients using the above methods are almost the same as those from normal adults.